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The mediaÕs Ôwar on truth.Õ
Infraspect 2014

The Ôperfect law of liberty,Õ by the truth, is preserved against the ruthless acts of despots and
tyrants. During perilous moments in history Ôseeking the truthÕ is extinguished by optimized
institutional rationale.

The interdisciplinary interdiction campaign against the truth is an assault on the senses of
intelligible beings, flesh and blood man & woman, the individual sovereign political personality.
The religious, philosophical, psychological and life style change agents relentlessly move to
replicate their current dogma and alienate dissent, critical discourse and well-reasoned
disobedience.

The media watch corporations, the peer review processors, and expert judgment elicitation
mechanisms are Òall on the same page reading the wrong book.Ó It is evidentiary, the media has
abridged its mission of inquiry, replacing the mission with Ògoal value priorities.Ó The operative
journalists, while narrating the serial Òglobal war on terror,Ó foster the human Òvalues neutralÓ
paradox, where under the Òlaws of learningÓ become Òconsensus reality.Ó Sovereignty becomes
collectivism, while the Òstakeholders are seated at the tilted round table of sinking fools.Ó

Professional narrators of conversational hypnosis, dialogue, discussion, public perception, and
group consensus reality circumvent the truth using themes of Ôfair & balanced,Õ Ônews you can
trust,Õ Ôheadlines,Õ Ôpublic interest,Õ and objectivity to abstract their predictive programming. The
operative journalists dwell the public mind on serial strategy, tactics, and Ômarket driven
solutions.Õ

The media agents, editorial boards, programmers, operative journalists rely upon Ôkeep it simple,Õ
Ôband wagon affects,Õ Ôcommunity education,Õ Ôsomething we can all live with,Õ and the fault of
status conscious individuals going along to get along. Like the BAR court, these corporate
personalities distinguish news articles, editorials, from Ôletters to the editorÕ and plan Ôinputers.Õ

The over arching force and effect of the Capstone Doctrine, provisions for Ôinter-operabilityÕ
create multi-specialization among those accredited, certified and authenticated by their respect
fraternities and franchises.

Establishment control is guarded by institutional credulity and supremacy. This supremacy
creates an advantageous social and economic atmosphere, encompassing the attributes of life and
aspects of an ordered society.

The covenant of individual Liberty stands aside from any social contract. Through the Capstone
Doctrine, its dogma, the operative journalists have laid a conclusive presumption bearing on a
proxy of public trust doctrine, purpose, benefit, and welfare. It is nearly a collusive presumption
that the global media enterprises can willfully guard freedom of thought, while engaged in
collaborative surveillance, filtering and screening the truth.

The Capstone Doctrine utilizes what is ÔlegalÕ to do that which is Ôunlawful.Õ Capstone combines
civilian and military aspects by Ôpolicy.Õ The ÒPolicyÓ numbers racket has been invented by
ÔcollaboratorsÕ that negotiate innovative law. Concept and speech encoding use false flags of
ÔprotectionÕ and Ôsecurity,Õ which are deeply hardwired into the hearts and minds of the
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populations. The cornerstone of tyranny and despotism is collective punishment, where extra-
judicial killing and murder are speech encoded collateral damage by operative journalists.

The Capstone doctrine expresses Ôinter-operability,Õ the D5E Military protocols of deceit,
deception, distraction, disinformation, degradation, psychological attacks, thought reform, mind
control, brain and values washingÑ concluding in resocialization to the end game of behavioral
compliance and public obedience.

The actual stakeholders, as financial asset owners, espouse, encourage, support the induced public
mind, and in turn control the problem, reaction, confusion, never ending crisis and predictable
outcomes.

By and through a co-dependency upon willful and culpable ignorance the Capstone operative
journalists have contributed to a real paradox within the media Ôcommunity.Õ This paradox is
killing ÔtruthÕ upon which individual standing, assembly, speech and freedom rest.

In this global, national, state, tribal and precinct political moment the mediaÕs ambition to regain
Ôpublic trustÕ is embedded with Ôsoft tools,Õ science as positivism, fair & balanced words
barrowing from abstraction, parallel vector management, never ending crisis and out right
intellectual quackery.

In actuality, the inner circleÕs false partnerships and collaborators rely on their Ôspirit of
confidentiality,Õ Ônon-attribution,Õ Ôsecrecy,Õ immunized misprisions of perjury, sedition and
treason. Like so many pages of history, the operative journalists ÔfeelÕ they have the proxy to
ÔnegotiateÕ the Ôtruth.Õ In so the scope of the paradox is widened to embrace ecclesiastic law,
common law and the myth of the rule of law administered in the royal courts of public opinion.
Opinion is always used to contravene the truth, because truth guards the covenant of individual
Liberty, thought, expression and assembly.

If not so tragic, it would be amusing to watch the media personalities betray their own words, and
change sides at the ÔappropriateÕ moment as sectarian tensions approach the tripwire.

William Blair
Auditor Directorate

Infraspect

Copyright 2014 Blair, all liberty, rights reserved, without prejudice
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ÒThe truth is not merely the optimization of factsÑ it involves the operation
of compassion and regard.Ó (Infraspect Community Auditing Handbook.)

Publication / Broadcast [     ]

Institution [ ] Name [   ]

Aspect Element        Cluster / Cloud Frequency Range:
believable not likely

   +  10   9   8   7   6   5   4   3   2   1-
Intuitive Over All Rating     +  10   9   8   7   6   5   4   3   2   1-
Narrator Vision; Mission; Goal Value Priority -
Global Capstone- supremacy. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Collaborative Govt. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Law arbitrary. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Group Consensus. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Participatory decision makers. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Authoritarian rule- inclusionary. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Communism/Marxism/Fascism. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Republican form of govt. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Values Neutral. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Market driven solution. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -

Theme-
Fair & Balanced. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
News you can trust. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Accurate. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Public Interest. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Professional. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Special purpose interview. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Socio-personal context. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Cover story line. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Info Packet. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Investigative journalism. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -

Methodology-
Institutional Change Agentry. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Thought reform. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Values washing. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Tandem/repetitive action publ. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
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Aspect Element    Cluster / Cloud Frequency Range:
believable not likely

   +  10   9   8   7   6   5   4   3   2   1-
Media structure/editing-
Response constriction/omission. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Pretext, context, bias error. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Contingent Symbols / signals +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -

Mind Control -
Mystical Manipulation. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Confessions. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Sanctification. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Aura of sacred science. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Loaded language. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Doctrine over person. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Dispensed existence. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Parallel vector mgt. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -

Brain washing-
Identity assault. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Plausible guilt scenario. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Potentiality indictment. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Logical dishonoring. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Positive group credulity. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -

Public perception management-
Predictive programming. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Bandwagon affect. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Status conscious citizenship. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Public good proxy. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Values neutral +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -

Concept & speech encoding-
Caricaturize. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Disenfranchise. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Isolate. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Alienate. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Expatriate. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Criminalize. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Reciprocal offensive campaign. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Propaganda- interoperable. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -

Deceit. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Deception. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Dis-Information. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Mis-information. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Shock & Awe psyops. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Electronic frequency attacks. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -

Select Expert judgment elicitation. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
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Aspect Element    Cluster / Cloud Frequency Range:

believable not likely

   +  10   9   8   7   6   5   4   3   2   1-
Conversational hypnosis-
Trance Inductions. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Hypnotic Anchoring. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Pacing & Leading. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Pacing. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Distraction. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Reversal. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Utilization. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Critical Factor By-Pass. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Stacking language patterns. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Preprogrammed Response

Adaptation. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Linking statements/

Causality Bridges. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Secondary Hidden Meanings. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Imbedded Suggestions. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Abstraction- keep it simple. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Functional specialization dialogue. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Conclusive/collusive presumptions. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Branding by social association +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Emotion transfer- thought, bias,

hate, prejudicial. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Gender tractability. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Consensus reality- group rationale. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Sophistry. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -

Dialectic:
Problem, Reaction, Solution. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Provocation, Confusion, Solution. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Abstract, Confusion, Synthesis. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Structured conflict. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Controlled opposition, +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -
Factional / sectarian mgt. +10 [    ]  9 [    ]  8 [    ]  7[    ]  6[    ]  5[    ]  4[    ]  3[    ]  2[    ]  1[    ] -

Observations: (Participation traces, Individual, group, collective tandem actions, interviewer/select presenters).
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PATTERN METHODS AUDIT CRITERIA (1ST, 2ND, 3RD LEVEL)
News Media Structures and Editing

_________________________________, has established cause to further examine the actions of journalists,
reporters, representatives, and/or editors as they interact with individuals, institutions, agencies, committees, task
forces, groups, and/or corporations re: _______________________________________________, AS FOLLOWS:

Profit and non-profit news media entities are considered and audited on the basis of their corporate papers,
and/or vested interests.  Unless promised in their articles of incorporation, operating codes and ethical rules the media
shall not be construed to be acting in the general welfare, seeking tht truth, or purposes to have such a duty or proxy.
Information obtained from news media shall be treated accordingly.

ITEM:

[I] Media narration model utilized was:

A. Advocacy Journalism. �

[1] Media  journalist did [not] define purpose
of distributing news and enlightened opinion
is to serve the general welfare [Society of
Professional Journalists, Code of Ethics,
Sigma Delta Chi]. �

[2] Media journalist was [not] employed, politically
involved, holding public station, member of a
community organization which had vested
interests which may compromise the integrity of
the journalist [Society of Professional
Journalists, Code of Ethics, Sigma Delta Chi, CFR]. �

[AuditorÕs Notation: examine the corporations
vested interests and circulation dependencies]

[3] Media journalist did [not] claim professional
proxy as a representative of the public
[Society of Professional Journalists, Code of
Ethics, Sigma Delta Chi]. �

[4] Media journalist did [not] cite "Freedom
of the pressÓ is to be guarded as an inalienable
right of ___ people ___ corporations in a free society
[Society of Professional Journalists, Code of Ethics,
 Sigma Delta Chi]. �

[5] Media journalist did [not] construe itself
as a public agent having power and responsibility
to disclose, question, challenge actions of the
government [Society of Professional Journalists,
Code of Ethics, Sigma Delta Chi]. �
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[6] Media journalist did [not] claim power  to
disenfranchise journalists or authors which do not
submit to an organization or society of which the
journalist is a peer or dues paying member. �

B.  Collaborative Journalism. �

[Collaboration is linked to conspiracy and is cited as treasonable
by definition of law. BAR lawyers co-operate outside of the
judiciary. See: BlackÕs Law Dictionary, 5th Edition]

[6] Media journalist (bonded agent) did [not] claim
responsibility   to execute authority over public's
right to know [Society of Professional Journalists
Code of Ethics, Sigma Delta Chi]. �

C.  Propaganda Journalism. �

The journalist did [not] use __ ÒD5E,Ó __ protocols on citizens
including the goals of __ destruction, __ degradation, __ denial,
__ disruption, __ deceit, __ exploitation, __ along with electronic
and psychological attacks on selected __ individual, __ sector,
__ whole system targets. (See Infra audit- Indicting credibility.) �

D.  Investigative Journalism. �

[7] Media journalist did [not] construe the media
corporation as an ____ "agency  of mass communication",
____ "carrier of public discussion and information",  ____
"acting on their constitutional mandate and freedom to
learn and report the facts" [Society of Professional
Journalists, Code of Ethics, Sigma Delta Chi]. �

[II] Media interview technique was formatted on:

A.  Objective (psychological) questions. �

[8] Media journalist did [not] perform with intelligence,
objectivity, accuracy and fairness [Society of
Professional Journalists, Code of Ethics, Sigma
Delta Chi]. �

[9] Media journalist did [not] claim to be bound to
objectivity as a standard [Society of Professional
Journalists, Code of Ethics, Sigma Delta Chi] �

B.  Logic (psychological) questions. �

C.  Subjective (psychological) questions. �

D. Conclusive and/or collusive Presumptions or Assumptions. �

E.  Ethical/moral relativism; exceptionalism; collectivism. �
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[10] Media journalist did [not] claim a constitutional role to
seek truth as part of public's right to know [Society of
Professional Journalists, Code of Ethics, Sigma Delta Chi]. �

III. Denied access to media publication. �

A.  Refused to print article, rebuttal, or letter to editor. �

[11]  Refused presentations of issue or interview as not
 pertinent to public interest. �

[12] Media journalist did [not] publish communications
from a private source without substantiation of claims
to news values [Society of Professional Journalists,
Code of Ethics, Sigma Delta Chi]. �

[13] Destroyed correspondence, exhibits, or evidence. �

[14] Refused to disclose identity of "spokesperson" which
 issued false information, fighting words, or damaging words. �

B. Media journalist or editor delayed printing of important issues or
     article of presenter, until approved by adversary to the advantage
     of the adversary based on concealment. �

[15] Media journalist did [not] claim ethics free of
obligation to any interest other than the public's
right to know the truth, i.e. receiving gifts, favors,
free travel, special access or treatment, or wages from a
corporation with vested economic interests [Society of
Professional  Journalists, Code of Ethics, Sigma Delta Chi]. �

[16] Media journalist selected interviews complementary
between participants, each one validating the other on
pre-determined and fixed agenda of special interests, and
excluded obvious indispensable parties or qualified dissenting
parties. �

[17] Media journalist did [not] seek news that serves the public
interest, despite the obstacles [Society of Professional Journalists,
Code of Ethics, Sigma Delta Chi]. �

C. Media published article in obscure fashion or located
article adjacent to another article that casts doubt on  credibility
of it's author or content by presenting weighted authority
or credulity of opposing agent. �

[18] Media journalist broke continuity of article by omitting key words,
phrases, or separated the article by "paging" and obscuring the
issue among more current "popular culture" topics or distractions,
conversational hypnosis, or public mind. �

[19] Journalist ran article or letter to editor followed by selected sequencing
of several articles of letters that cast doubt, belittled, derailed
issues presented, or changed the issue originated by the presenter. �
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IV  Eidtorial board or operative journalist controlled scoping process
      by fixing issues,  isolating the agenda to input by key pre-selected
      contributors to editorial interviews, while segregating and restricting
      opposing views to letters to the editor, or brief (limited word count) and
      censored "rebuttals". �

[20] Journalist did [not] omit the name(s) of person(s) presenting a
well supported, qualified and reasoned position, while naming
an event participant(s) whose position may be demonized, appear
foolish, or draw scrutiny based upon a limited, dysfunctional or
conditioned public perception. �

[21] Media journalist did [not] took all information offered by presenter,
shared it with adversary, published an article defeating an
affective/effective position, or essential information empowering
position of the presenter. �

[22] Media journalist did [not] communicate unofficial charges  affecting
reputation or moral character without giving the accused a chance
to reply [Society of Professional Journalists, Code of Ethics, Sigma
Delta Chi] �

[AuditorÕs Notation: A media journalist or corporation claim to
public duty, trust, representation, guard (absent of a public oath
of allegiance which has been administered by a duly constituted body)
does not support a notion to originate Òpotentiality,Ó "allegations" no
matter how the accusations are disclaimed]

[23] Journalist used "source" spokesperson to defeat presenter's
position of facts, as to assist hidden party or fixed agenda, and
denied presenter's position or facts.  Allowed libelous statements
about one and denied rebuttal on same grounds. �

[24] Journalist representative used personal history of presenter
to personalize public opinion about the presenter to defeat the
merits of the issue or proposal presented. �

[25] Journalist solicited and selected expert opinion to defeat or preclude
presenter or issue without substantiation, relying on superior credulity. �

[26] Journalist cooperated with authorities or special interests in
"black out" of presenter's position, issues or facts. See: Capstone doctrine.�

[27] Journalist exercised "unscientific poll" to establish credulity
of person or support of issue without simultaneously annexing
mathematical error coefficients for the sample sequence and presumption.�

[28] Media journalist mis-titled issue or article to  ( ) attract,
( ) create passive  public interest in issues. �

[29] Media journalist did [not] headline the article warranted
by the contents of the article it accompanied [Society
of Professional Journalists, Code of Ethics, Sigma Delta Chi]. �
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[30] Media journalist discloses source in cooperation with
adversary to defeat inside operative or leak in a covert
operation, in which the media forum has a relative or
vested corporate or political interest. �

[31] Media journalist used linguistic imperatives unique
to a class of persons distinguishable by race, creed,
color, faith, political personality   aimed  at  disadvantaging
the presenter or responder as supportable by a usual public
habit  or dysfunction. �

[See: Conversational Hypnosis, Covert Hypnosis, Parallel
vector management, values and brain washing].

SUPPLEMENTAL OBSERVATIONS:
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INFRASPECT
PATTERN METHODS AND CRITERIA [2ND, 3RD LEVEL]

USE OF PUBLICATION BY SPOKESPERSON
To Indict Credibility - Media Release

____________________________________, has established cause to further examine the actions
of spokespersons acting conjunctive with infrastructures, institutions, task forces, commissions, boards,
corporations or individuals which have an interest in a fixed option/outcome re:
__________________________________________, AS FOLLOWS:

Operative Journalists or spokespersons may act as spokesperson by pretext, context and methods,
e.g. change agentry, thought reform, mind control, collaboration, tandem psychological operations,
collusive presumptions, values and brain washing, dialogue constriction, conversational and covert
hypnosis, and reciprocal offensives.

ITEM: :

[1] Spokesperson published statement without specifically
naming and identifying contributor, source of data, or
authority of release. �

[2] Spokesperson conveyed allegations/charges without
giving specific reference. �

[3] Spokesperson identified allegations/charges absent of
filed statements, complaints, cause for investigation; and
denied the target person and/or legal counsel access to the
records supporting alleged investigation. �

[4] Spokesperson refused to identify self or others as
source while publishing allegations which impugn
the personal and/or professional reputation of the
target person. �

[AuditorÕs Notation: This methodology is utilized to mask
the operant and to escape liability. Assignment to an agency
spokesperson whose legal defense is provided for by the public
tax base  (agency, partner, non-profit corporation)- in other words,
your money is used to defend the cohort and operant journalist
against legal action by you, as a statutory person: national, gender,
race, creed, color (person of color, Native American Indian, Black
American), protected group, inhabitant, resident, citizen, agent,
stakeholder, debtor, petitioner, plaintiff, respondent, defendant.]

[5] Spokesperson or operative journalist published statement
through the media that said:

[a] The subject "has a history of mental illness; anti-social
behavior."anti-government associationsÓ; �

[b] The subject "has been under the treatment of a psychologist
in the past."; �
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[c] The subject may have associations to radical organizations.;
eco-terrorists; leftwing; rightwing; cults; anti-government
factions; �

[d] The subject "has been depressed and under the care of
a physician."; �

[e] The subject said, Ògod spoke to meÓ; �

[e] The subject "has been examined by a team of experts
who have diagnosed a psychiatric disorder", oppositional
defiance disorder; authority problems; �

[f] [X] "is presently looking into allegations of
criminal activities". �

[g] Utilized constructive or synthetic identity theft to label,
list, rename the target in order to caricaturize, disenfranchise,
and/or criminalize the personality. �

[AuditorÕs Notation: the aforementioned pattern statements are
commonly used methods where the subject does not have priority
access to media editorial space, prominent legal counsel and/or
financial means of social recompense, litigation or judicial remedy.]

[6] The spokesperson made statements which indict the public reputation
of the subject using disclaimers: "in my opinion",  "the investigation is
ongoing", "we're in the process of verifying" (this or that). �

[7] The spokesperson used media representatives as an agent
to convey "allegations" about the target person, without
following with a statement ultimately clearing reputation
of all allegations. �

[9] The spokesperson created an atmosphere of doubt on the
individual, by citing circumstantial facts in mere
proximity to the target, with the underlying motive
to allow the dysfunctional interpretative skills of the
social sector build sentiment against the target. �

[10] The media spokesperson did display visual pictures of
the individual, spoke segmented quotations of the
individual, re-contextual zing the words, phrases and
issues by and through the media spokesperson's
interpretation, without stating that he/she was providing
an interpretation of the individuals actual statements taken
from an original pretext and context. �

[11] Spokesperson did (not) omit the name(s) of person(s) presenting a
well supported, qualified and reasoned position, while naming
an event participant(s) whose position may be demonized,
appear foolish, or draw scrutiny based upon a limited,
dysfunctional conditioned public perception, collusive presumption. �
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[12] Spokesperson and journalist executed a tandem action,
one suggesting a personal psychological profile of the target and
the other saying, "we can't speculate about that but we
are looking into the possibility". �

[13] Spokesperson and/or journalist executed an action to manipulate
"public perception" of the target,  sectarian group, whole system,
matter in issue, using symbols and / or images to draw scrutiny,
dislike, distrust of the target, playing on the public opinion,
dysfunctional public mindset, bandwagon affect, status conscious,
fear based mentalities. �

[14] Spokesperson and/or journalist co-operated, synchronized
with natural and human events, embedded fears, ELF, HAARP,
chemical applications, and other intrusions maintaining a pattern
response and dialogue of personalized social interest, regime
functional specialization, discussion fixed to strategy, tactics, and
procedures, while omitting dynamic over arching purposes. �

SUPPLEMENTAL OBSERVATIONS:
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INFRASPECT
PATTERN METHODS AND CRITERIA [1ST & 2ND LEVEL]

USE OF PUBLICATION BY SPOKESPERSON
To Indict Credibility -  Media Photographic Methods

____________________________ has established cause to further examine the actions of media
photographers acting conjunctive with infrastructures, commissions,  task forces, teams, corporations, or individuals
who have a vested interest in the fixed options/outcome re: ____________________________________, AS
FOLLOWS:

The use of photographic representations by media corporations are governed by  the ICC, law and
commercial courts. Photographs of persons, places or events published by a media corporation are to be audited in their
defects. Media profit and non-profit corporations are assumed not to be acting in the public interest, unless so promised
in their articles of corporation and operating standards.

ITEM:

[I] The media photographer did not obtain a proper and
written release from the subject person or domain under
the legal control of the subject. �

[II] The media photographer photographed the subject person(s),
or the domain under the lawful control of the person. �

[III] The media editor published a photograph of the person or
the person's lawful domain without consent.

[IV] The media photographer, reporter, and or editor mis-represented
the use to which the photograph was said to be used for. �

[V] The media editor published areas of the subject person's body
required by law to be private. �

[VI] The media editor published a photograph of the subject person or
the person's legal private domain in such a way to publicly
dramatize the subjects private affairs or caricaturize personal
habits without written consent. �

[VII] The media editor published a photograph of the subject person
to emphasize or caricaturize the individual emotionally by inciting
a behavioral performance that when "charged" will appear to match
a pre-determined expression that results in similar features, which
was not  disclosed by the photographer or editor to be the object of
the photographic interview. �

[VIII] The media editor and/or operative journalist used depictions and/or
symbols to construct an association of the target to a specific event,
activity, group, or individual to effect degradation of the targetÕs
personal, social, political or religious convictions. �

[IX] The media editor and/or operative journalist shared, transmitted,
conveyed, stored, or sold as a benefit the depiction of the target,
and/or proximity of a known symbol, that disturbs, incites anger,
hostility, bias or hatred toward the targeted person, sector, or system. �
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[X] The media editor and/or operative journalist edited, isolated,
enlarged/decreased, blurred, cropped, filtered, screened,
captioned or photo shopped the target, event, depiction,
symbol to deceive, distract, disrupt, mislead, or create a
fraudulent public depiction of the target, event or activity. �

[XI] The media editor and/or operative journalist, possessed,
retrieved, obtained, stored, processed, transmitted, exchanged,
purchased, valuated, sold, the photographic depiction of the target,
sector, system through DHS, NSA, CIA, FBI, or partnered
government, corporate contractors as ÒintelligenceÓ ÒproductsÓ;
and treated the depiction as a corporate property, asset, service or
material within the Ôcollaborative surveillanceÕ matrix, e.g. agency/
corporate, so called Òprivate/publicÓ partnership, cloaked in the interest
of national Ôsecurity.Õ �

[XII] The media editor and/or operative journalist acquired, possessed,
retrieved, obtained, stored, processed, transmitted, exchanged,
purchased, valuated, sold, photographic material being private,
confidential, restricted, secret, personal and / or proprietary business
information without the consent of the lawful and rightful owner. �

SUPPLEMENTAL OBSERVATIONS:
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INFRASPECT
PATTERN METHODS AND CRITERIA [2ND, 3RD LEVEL]

USE OF PUBLICATION BY SPOKESPERSON

Profiling Intrusions on Community Action Groups, Activists, and Citizens.
Concept and Speech Encoding: Caricaturizing, Disenfranchising, Criminlizing.

 [1] ÒEnvironmentalistsÓ (Radical; Anti; Allies of; Env. imperialism) �
 [2]  (Fundamentalist extremists)(keep it simple extremists) �
 [3] ÒMisguided.Ó ÒUnreasonable.Ó(pseudo-environmental groups) �
 [4] ÒExtremistsÓ (Domestic extremist; Extreme; Extremism; not centered) �
 [5] Òillegal militiasÓ (NPR: KLCC, 5-2005) (Patriots) �
 [6] ÒThreat to security.Ó (borderline terrorist)(environmental vigilantism) �
 [7] ÒLow status knowledge.Ó (high status knowledge) �
 [8] ÒFar flungÓ (Data, information, opinion) (Violent rhetoric) �
 [9] ÒJunk Scientist.Ó ÒHigh costs to tax payers.Ó �
 [10] ÒNot a team playerÓ (Anarchists)(aboriginal radicals) �
 [11] ÒUnfair.Ó (Ultra-radicals)(Hard Greens) �
[12] ÒLeft wing wackoÓ (Leftist; Right wing extremists) �
[13] ÒCorporate terroristÓ (Corporate paymaster)(Corporate vigilantism) �
[14] ÒTree Huggers.Ó (Anti-environmental right) �
[15] ÒRedneckÓ (Separatist)(anti-Semitic, Israel haters, ADL)(foreign jihadists) �
[16] ÒprotestorsÓ (Anti-logging, anti-war movement, anti-government). �
[17] ÒAgitatorsÓ (Troublemakers)(Ònon-violent combative attitudeÓ) �
[18] ÒResistersÓ (Leaderless resistance)(opposition umbrella group) �
[19] ÒObstructionistsÓ (Disruptive, Agitators, Picketers, Marchers) �
[20] ÒDissenters.Ó (ÒSuspected DissentersÓ) �
[21] ÒEco-RadicalismÓ (Eco-radicals; Eco-Imperialists; Eco-ideologist) �
[22] ÒGreen ExtremismÓ (Radical Greens) (Green Racists, CDFE, 2004) �
[23] ÒEco-ExtremismÓ (Extremist groups, Animal Rights Extremists) �
[24] ÒGreen Delusions.Ó (misguided zealots)(Eco-activists) �
[25] ÒEcological Distortions.Ó (fiendish environmental organizations) �
[26] ÒRadical Exploitationists.Ó (Environmental Sodomizers; Rapists) �
[27] ÒAnti terror terrorists.Ó (agro-terrorists, USDA, 2004) �
[28] ÒRadicals Double as Terror Group.Ó (clerical-driven religious regime) �
[29] ÒEco-vandals condemned as domestic terrorists.Ó �
[30] ÒContentiousÓ (Confrontative, NPR2003; Eco-Militants)(Combative) �
[31] ÒCynical calculations; public cynicism; politically cynical.Ó �
[32] ÒEcological violence.Ó(ÒEnvironmental motivated crime, ÓKEZI, 2004) �
[33] ÒOrganized economic crimeÓ (Eco-felons)(Agroterrorists) �
[34] ÒÉ(fill in religion)ÉextremistsÓ É(fill in name)Éphobic.Ó �
[35] ÒSympathizerÓ (Loyalists) (Insurgents) (Hostile residential attackers) �
[36] ÒDiscontentsÓ (Radical Tendency) (radical independents) �
[37] ÒAnti-consumer groupÓ (Anti-globalization, Anti-globalists) �
[38] ÒEco-terroristsÓ (Outside; Homegrown; Violent Radicalization;

Leftwing/right wing) �
[39] ÒCounter-Revolutionists.Ó(Foreign militants)(militant sympathizer) �
[40] ÒBorn-again fascistsÓ (ÒEco-socialists,Ó Playboy forum 2004) �
[41] ÒLoose knit band of anarchists.Ó (Super Patriots) �
[42] ÒAnti-capitalist groupsÓ (Convergence; Anti-corporate) �
[43] ÒAnti Family PlanningÓ (Anti-choice)(Christian jihadists) �
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[44] ÒAnti-regulatory beliefsÓ (Anti-government; Isolationists). �
[45] ÒForeign TiesÓ (definition controlled by Nationality) �
[46] ÒPeople loosely organized in shadowy networksÓ (TIA 2002) �
[47] ÒMindless flag wavers.Ó (ragheads, UN-US Iraqi Ôwar on terrorÕ2004) �
[48] Òbrain dead consumers.Ó (Crisis creation industry) �
[49] ÒIf youÕre not with us, youÕre with the terroristsÓ {Bush, 2002} �

(If youÕre not with the people, youÕre with the tyrants) �
[50] ÒNon-participation.Ó (Collaborative Forestry, 2003) �
[51] ÒEco-anarchism.Ó (Green anarchism; bioregional democracy) �
[52] ÒRadical Vegetarian GroupsÓ (CBS:KVAL newscast, 5-28-2004) �
[53] ÒRadical activists.Ó (Radicalized students, Consensus blockers) �
[55] ÒFarmland savers.Ó (Condo killers, Back-to-the-landers) �
[56] ÒConspiracy theorists.Ó (ridiculous conspiracy theories) �
[57] ÒRadical naturalists.Ó (fringe radicals)(Corporate Extremists) �
[58] ÒFundamentalist Radicals.Ó (Religious Nuts, Baltimore Sun, 8-2005) �
[59] ÒAnti-Science agenda.Ó �
[60] ÒFringe group.Ó (cult)(Occult) �
[61] Hard Left; Hard right (women haters, men haters) (homophobic) �
[62] Alienation of estates held in the land of a sovereign was [not] utilized

to disenfranchise the targeted person, sector, sovereign state by
speech encoding the geo-cultural, political, economic, sacred
sanctuary, territory as a region, while suppressing, supplanting,
and extinguishing the sovereign. �

[63] ÒPeace Mongers.Ó(Anti-Militarist group). �
[64] ÒViolent entities.Ó (Violence funders). �
[65] ÒTerror Suspect.Ó (Suspected terrorist; Detainee). �
[66] ÒResisters.Ó (discontent). �
[67] ÒDomestic Advocacy group.Ó �
[68] ÒRejectionists.Ó (US Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, 12-10-10) �
[69] ÒOppositional defiant disorder.Ó (MSN-IV, UN WHO) �
[70] ÒObedience defiance disorder.Ó  (MSN-V, UN WHO) (consensus blocker). �
[71] ÒExtremist Islamic State.Ó (ISL, ISIS, IS) {Obama} �
[72] ÒViolent anarchists.Ó (anarchist cell) �
[73] ÒCrazy rioters.Ó (Crazy Greens) �
[74] ÒMob of people.Ó �
[75] ÒGroup of dissidents.Ó �
[76] ÒUrban terrorists.Ó �
[77] ÒMilling activists.Ó �
[78] ÒMotley group of protestors.Ó �
[79] ÒHostile Residential Attackers.Ó �
[80] ÒFiendish Enivronmental Groups.Ó �
[81] ÒInsurgents.Ó (militant faction) �
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Profiling Intrusions on Community Action Groups, Activists, and Citizens.
Concept and Speech Encoding:

Positivism, Collectivism, Collaboration, Consensus Reality, Delphi Technique

1] ÒParticipatory.Ó (Inclusive, group)(collectivism) �
2] ÒEmpowerment.Ó (Growthmanship)(price leadership) �
3] ÒCollaborative.Ó (Realism, Objective, Strategic, Analytic deliberations) �
4] ÒDecision maker.Ó (Decision teams) �
5] ÒPartner.Ó (Partnership);(Global Village; Global Neighborhood) �
6] ÒStakeholder.Ó(multi-stakeholder consultative process, PDBD) �
7] ÒShare the VisionÓ (Shared Goals)(Common Vision)(Common Future) �
8] ÒContribute your share.Ó (meaningful conversation) �
9] ÒCompromise.Ó Middle ground (new environmentalism, new activism) �
10] ÒFair;  BalancedÓ (Moderate)(Responsible Debate) �
11] ÒSupporter.Ó (Stakeholder Buy-in) �
12] ÒAdvocate.Ó (Company-community forestry partnerships) �
13] ÒSave theÉ.Ó �
14] ÒYour important.Ó �
15] ÒEnvironmentally Friendly.Ó (ÒGreen Procurement,Ó US Army, 2004) �
16] ÒWin, Win.Ó (common ground)(united front) �
17] ÒCorporate Loyal.Ó (leadership that rejects terrorism) �
18] ÒUnderÉ(their)Éradar.Ó (Undocumented Immigrant) �
19] ÒVirtuous globalizationÓ (universalistic) �
20] ÒPro-ChoiceÓ (Pro-life)(Shared dream) �
21] ÒTeam Player.Ó (Team Meetings) (On Board) �

(something we can all live with) �
22] ÒWise Use.Ó (Enterprise Environmentalism) �
23] ÒMultiple Use.Ó �
24] ÒFederal Partnership.Ó (Smart Growth, Rural Legacy,

stewardship council- group) �
25] ÒCoalition.Ó (Coalition of Peacekeepers) �
26] ÒAlliance.Ó (Getting on Board)(therapeutic alliance)(new order) �
27] ÒLeague.Ó (Practical sovereignty) (Regional) �
28] ÒFamily.Ó (Interfaith) �
29] ÒQuality activists.Ó (Panel of experts) �
30] ÒThe new chosenÓ (Elite, inner circle)(elders)(Center for Excellence) �
31] ÒJust politics.Ó (level playing field) �
32] ÒCommon Agreement.Ó (Elite Consensus; Formal Consensus) �
33] ÒConciliation.Ó (re: NPR 2003) �
34] ÒCentralism.Ó (Full Freedom in Discussion) �
35] ÒCutting edge.Ó(Hands-on Mind-control) �
36] ÒInner Circle.Ó (re: USFS 2003) �
37] ÒOn the ground.Ó (Acceptable costs and consequences) �
38] ÒSpirit of Confidentiality.Ó (re: USFS 2003) �
39] ÒOwnership and Trust in Management.Ó �
40] ÒCovenant.Ó ÒNew law.Ó (Ònew model;Ó Ònew directionÓ) �
41] ÒTotal Quality Leadership.Ó (See: military dialectics.) �
42] ÒProject Harmony.Ó (Greater Interest, Greater cause) �
43] ÒFolks.Ó(User group) �
44] ÒSofter toolsÓ (softer mechanisms, community based monitoring,

PIELC 2009, C. Hutton). �
45] ÒBuilding capacity.Ó (Global Compact) �
46] Òcollaborator.Ó (collaboration). �
47] ÒGlobal Justice,Ó ÒWorldview,Ó ÒWorldmind,Ó ÒWorldspirit,Ó

ÒValues Neutral,Ó ÒGoal value priority,Ó Òinter-operability.Ó ÒFlexibleÓ. �
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Profiling Intrusions on Community Action Groups, Activists, and Citizens.
Concept and Speech Encoding:  Sophistry.

Concept, linguistics and speech encoding apply double meaning high order abstractions useful for
parallel vector management  Òdouble speakÓ  including but not limited to:

Conversation: Actually means: S.P.I.N.

___ 1. Equality ---- Aggregate allocation. ---- Values neutral.

___ 2. Cohesion ---- Fragmentation. ---- Local control.

___ 3. Diversity ---- Regulated personality. ---- Respect.

____ 4. Civil Society ---- Ordered values. ---- Equal rights.

____ 5. Protection ---- Franchise channeling. ---- Market driven solution.

____ 6. Education ---- Resocialization. ---- Whole child (OBE).

____ 7. Change ---- Ordered values. ---- World view.

____ 8. Consensus ---- Fixed option/outcome. ---- Appropriate alternative.

____ 9. Collaborative ---- Select deciders (teams) ---- Participatory democracy.

_____ 10. Stakeholder.---- Financial ownership. ---- Interest.

____ 11. Democracy. ---- Communism ---- Participation.

____ 12. Potential. ---- Game theory. ---- Consensus Reality.

____ 13. Inter-operable.---- Capstone supremacy. ---- Interdependent.

____ 14. Dissent. ---- Religious Dissent. ---- Extremist.

____ 15. Full spectrum ---- Select pre-decisional ---- key members

____ 16. Policy ---- Numbers racket ---- Makers.

____ 17. Innovative. ---- Law arbitrary. ---- Flexible.
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Background of Aspect Elements
Media Group & Spokesperson Believability Ratings 2014

Infraspect, Environmental Sciences & Community

Attachment III to:
Indigenous identity Theft & Fraud

ÒMatters of LibertyÓ

Infraspect, Environmental Sciences & Community Affairs
William Blair, Auditor Directorate
Art George, Master Auditor, Indigenous Affairs

Rev. 160942/0912

____ [21] “Values washing” (Brain washing) was [not] used to condition the
___ sector, ___ whole system to accept: ___ controlled obedient behavioral
conformity, ___ austerity programming (resource scarcity management)
___ torture, ___ limited genocide, ___ depopulation by destructive means,
___ serial warfare, ___ psychological applications of destruction,
degradation, denial, disruption, deceit (deceptions, omissions, misinformation)
and exploitation, along with electronic and psychological attacks (covert
hypnosis, conversational hypnosis) on defenseless citizens, as ‘public
policy.’

[AuditorÕs Notation: Values washing (brain washing) is characterized and exemplified by,
ÒAmerican educational brainwashing goes by a variety of names, including Mastery Learning,
World Class Education, Common Core of Learning and Outcome Based EducationÉ Goals
2000É Promoted by the National Educational AssociationÉ as Òan Academic behavior
Modification Plan based on control theory/reality therapyÉ Goals 2000 and its educational
offshoots emphasize Òlife adjustment skills,Ó Òfamily-life education,Ó and Òenvironmental
stewardship.ÓÉÓcooperativeÓ attitudes are mandatedÉ Goals 2000 is Ôthe Oregon Option
(1994)É governors Mark HatfieldÉ drafted under the direction of Goldschmidt, a member of the
Trilateral CommissionÉ backing of the plan include members of the Council on Foreign Relations,
the World Bank, the Carnegie Foundation, and the RAND corporation.Ó (See: Mass Control:
Engineering Human Consciousness, Jim Keith, 2003, ISBN 1-931882-21-5).

ÒInstitutional normative rationaleÓ uses selected and optimized data and information synthesis
fitting within the parameters of the outcome based model. The model is intelligence based, not
intelligibility based. Misinformation and omissions carry bias, context errors and these
dysfunctions serve to manipulate the formation of values. (Cross reference: remote biological
communications).

Intellectual based media (verbal, pictorial, written) depend upon speech and visual encoding, cover
themes, and public perception management campaigns to manipulate stimulus as to achieve the
desired response from the target. (See: Infraspect’s Behavior Control – Conformal Model Trace,
1995, Community Auditing Handbook Series).  The speech encoding ÒsovereignistÓ has been co-
mingled with such terms as Òanti-government,Ó which may stimulate disassociation, isolation,
disenfranchisement, alienation and expatriation. When repeatedly applied this is conversational
hypnosis, contrasted to indigenous worldview, collectivism, groupthink, and consensus reality.
(Cross reference:  bandwagon affect, status conscious individual). Public perception management,
predictive programming, thought reform, mind control, resocialization, values and brain washing
are implemented by change agentry, institutional normative rationale, Legal (innovative
international law), Religious (UN Temple of Understanding, UN DRIP), Economic (market driven
solution), Eugenics (en mass depopulation management, preventative health careÑ abortion, toxic
chemical treatments). Capstone doctrine goes to ÒinteroperabilityÓ (co-mingling) of global civilian /
military Ômechanisms. (Cross reference: National Peace Services Act; Executive Order 51,
Government Continuity Act). Operative journalists link sovereignists to radical, extremist, militant
to demonize the target and apply the D5E military protocols: deceit, deception, distraction,
disinformation, misinformation, Psychological warfare, electronic attacks, and extrajudicial
murders in the greater public interest, order and obedience. International Public Radio (IPR,
British), National Public Radio (NPR) and the subordinate network publicized as a Òfamily of radio
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stationsÓ have widened the scope (6-2014) of the Ôplausible guilt scenarioÓ (Blair), equating people
that show allegiance to their sovereign to being Òanti-government.Ó This thesis appears as a
derangement of social engineering. The news anchor-women are psychologically prostrated to ICO
corporate spin, e.g. the Ônever endingÕ serial warfare campaign (global war on terror), structured
conflicts and sectarian controlled oppositions. The sophistry and encoding is bench marked by
Òyield to the higher sovereign.Ó (President Obama, 2014). The dogma and doctrine applied are Òall
acts are prohibited unless otherwise authorized,Ó and Òcollapsing wrong doing to the authority of
the higher cause.Ó (Cross reference: inclusionary rezoning, community development quotas, native
nation Re-building). It is noteworthy to identify the IPR, NPR, and family of radio stations funding
sources.

The audit bench mark definition of Technological Behavior Control is: ÒThe actual protracted
instrumentation of methods designed to make the target [individual/whole system] tractable and
responsive to imposed influences which serve a fixed option or outcome. Behavior control is
treated as science when the model is institutionally formatted. It is a regime ideology when the
model mapping processes are fixed to achieve a CONFORMAL REPRESENTATION in an
impacted sector or whole system.

Targets are treated with prescriptions affecting the spirit, conscious and being of the individual,
impacted sector and/or whole system. Academic speech encoding, e.g. ÒWhole Child EducationÓ is
illustrated by, ÒTo them it means taking control of a child's social and emotional development,
spiritual foundation, economic condition, physical and mental health, education and environment
from kindergarten through high school.

The goal of whole child education is controllable adults, control of the environment, and a
community obedient to the demands of the New World OrderÉ  The ideal type for life in the new
world order is a human automaton with no internal standardsÉ communities worldwide are being
managed by setting up standards for education of the whole child. All types of facilitators are
invited to interfere with the child's social and emotional development, spiritual foundation,
economic situation, physical and mental health, education, and the environment in which he lives.Ó
(See: newswithviews.com, Using Children for Community Takeover, Erica Carle, 08-07-10).

Controller/conditioners may function as Òexperimenters,Ó Òfacilitators,Ó Òmediators,Ó Òarbitrators,Ó
Òtherapists,Ó or Òsocial psychologists,Ó in Òoutreach,Ó Òfamily planning,Ó and other intervening
institutions. (See: “Jim Crow”). ÔAnthropologyÕ plays a significant role in ÒRace science in
America.Ó (Cross reference: FBI program, Frühmenschen; Kappa Alpha fraternity; Ku Klux Klan;
eugenics).

The purpose of behavior control is to exact individual, sector and/or whole system conformity with
maximized predictability and reliability. Historical illustrations include, Òthe Frankfurt Institute for
Social ResearchÉ the program of merging Marx with FreudÉ OneÉ pillar of the Frankfort
School [founder, Lukacs]É Max HorkheimerÉ instrumental inÉ re-organizing BÕnai Brith in
Frankfort.Ó (Cross reference: British Intelligence). ÒThe Frankfurt School saidÉ Jewish identity
would be defined by, Òthe Holocaust: Jews would be trained to see themselves primarily as victims
of genocide... and that anti-Semites are ready to start a new Holocaust at any moment.Ó ÒÓÉ
Frankfurt School FreudiansÉ to do the same thing for black peopleÉ re-train to believe that what
really defined their identity was how their African ancestors had been enslaved by white people.
We did the same for women. The feminist movement used Frankfurt School theory and FreudÉ
define their identity was male chauvinism.Ó (See: Schiller Institute Conference, Wash., D.C., Freud
and the Frankfurt School, Michael Minnicino, Presidents Day, 1994).

It is importantly noted that Ògroup defamationÓ is federalized and codified as a bias and hate
crimes, based upon social group ÔstatusÕ and Ôpotentiality.Õ Collaborative surveillance systems will
supply profiling information useful in creating Òplausible guilt scenariosÓ for ÔchargesÕ of
defamation. (Cross reference: Public perception management campaign, affirmative action,
protected group status, group defamation [ADL moot court], bias/hate crimes, values voting,
formal consensus).

Escaping agency and public scrutiny are exemplified by, Òadvantages of the new company
(Electrophysiological User Interface, Inc.) is that its technology will not have to pass muster with
the U.S. Food and Drug AdministrationÉresearch grants fromÉNASA, Department of
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DefenseÉCIA is interested in improved methods of lie detectionÉNEC Corp., Microsoft and
IntelÉ(organizational linkage)ÉElectrical Geodesics, Inc., University of Oregon, Los Alamos
National laboratoryÉformingÉConsortium for Informatic Brain Electromagnetism Research
(CIBER)Éinterests of medicine, psychology and neuroscience researchÉmonitor
comprehensionÉmental stateÉmodulate information flow to ensure important information or
concepts are not missed.Ó (See: Publisher’s Notebook, Business Journal of Portland, Mike Consol,
1999).

The technology extends to neurological Ôconcept engineeringÕ and Ôspeech encodingÕ at the word
and phrase levels. Under concept engineering, free will, spiritual cognition, discernment, reason,
sentiments, expression and the natural superlative personality may be deleted. Forplan participants
forego the Liberty of targets in the interest of Òmodel efficiency.Ó Controllers/Conditioners
diagnose ÒdifferenceÓ as Òdispute,Ó “well reasoned disobedience,” as “resistance,” and
Òinstinctive use of force,Ó as Òsocial violence.Ó (Cross reference: sensitivity groups). Artifact
multiple personalities are invoked (brain-banging) disassociating the collaborative group deciders
from the community Òproblem.Ó (Cross reference: objectification).

Scientists/technicians/administrators protracting methods to escape Òmuster,Ó e.g., FDA agency and
public scrutiny may be treated as predatory and dangerous. The cornerstone of collaborative
partnership social engineering and behavioral conformity is illustrated by, ÒThe Tavistock Institute
for Human Relations, known by insiders as the ÒFreud Hilton,Ó has been a major nexus for the
worldwide psychological manipulation.Ó The Round TableÕs Royal Institute of International Affairs
(Chatham House) ordered Tavistock (See: Major J.R. Reese, Kurt Lewin, founder of National
Training Laboratories, Director of Harvard Psychological Clinic). (Cross reference: Rice
organization).

The Prussian educational system is centered on an institutional normative rationale of Òhigh status
knowledgeÓ among authenticated Ph.Ds, and lesser credentials. The history and linkage of the
ÒTavistock Institute of Human RelationsÓ [Kurt Lewin] demonstrated by, ÒÉ ultra-secret
organizationÉ as a propaganda creating and disseminating organizationÉ Lords Rothmere and
NorthcliffeÉ mandate was to produce an organization capable of manipulating public opinion and
directing that manufactured opinionÉ Funding was provided by the British royal family, and later
by the RothschildsÉ Toynbee was selected as Director of Future StudiesÉ Lippmann and Bernays
were appointed to handle the manipulation of American public opinionÉ commonly termed, Òmass
brainwashing.Ó ÒÉ as a guideÉ The Climax of Civilization [Walsh, 1917]É a One World
GovernmentÉ approval of the ÒOlympiansÓ (the inner core of the Committee of 300) to formulate
a strategyÉ SpenglerÕs massive book was adopted as the blueprintÉ to create and establish a New
World Order inside a One World Government.Ó ÒWellington House introduced the word,
ÒIsolationistsÓ as a derogatory description of those Americans who opposed US participation in
WWI.Ó ÒTerms like Òregime change,Ó Òcollateral damageÓ became almost new English language.Ó
ÒPresident Woodrow Wilson to set up the very first Tavistock methodology techniques for polling
(manufacturing) so-called public opinion created by Tavistock propaganda.Ó ÒÉAmerican
commerce that would lead to NAFTA, GATT and the World Trade Organization (WTO)É
acceptance of the Federal Income Tax Act, 1913É Income Tax is a Marxist doctrine not found in
the U.S. Constitution anymore than the Federal Reserve BankÉ The deceptive language of the
Federal Reserve Act was under the guidance of Bernays and Lippman who set up a ÒNational
CitizenÕs LeagueÉÓ (See: The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations Shaping the Moral,
Spiritual, Cultural, Political and Economic Decline of the United States of America, Dr. John
Coleman).

The term ÒsurveyÓ is the modernized version of Ôpolling.Õ The present survey techniques employ a
sequence of negative (aversive) constructs and gradually change to a system of values, e.g. goal
value priorities, as fixed options. The options conclude in rationalized outcomes. The outcomes
were fixed in pre-decisional criteria, formulated to suit the Ôgoal value priorities,Õ and Ôoperational
goal value priorities.Õ The Delphi technique involves convincing the group ÔparticipantsÕ that each
Ôowns the process,Õ grounded upon Ôequitable,Õ Ôfair,Õ Ôbalanced,Õ Ôdiversity,Õ guaranteed by Òvalues
neutral,Ó and Òobjectivity.Ó As the ÔproductsÕ of the group become challenged by Òout siders,Ó the
attitude of the participants evolves from group to authority, to para-religious organization, to cult
like command and control to protect the created inner circleÕs irrevocable commitments to the
higher cause. (Cross reference: 12 Planks of Humanism, Communitarian law, Agenda 21, UN
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Millennium Development Goals, Proof of concept, CCX- derivatives speculation, Free Market
Theology).

Tavistock is an organization of Òdynamic psychiatryÓ which was intended to practice Òsocietry.Ó
Tavistock was Òborn from the collaboration of the international monied elite, military intelligence,
and the materialistic psychiatric communityÉ self-admitted ÒmilitaryÓ orientation as Operation
Phoenix.Ó Repeated trauma and torture in mind control applied to society at large produces social
chaos Òfluidity.Ó From this stimulus order out of chaos (Freemasonic) is effected. The pattern of
funding and linkage is demonstrated by, ÒTavistock Institute relies on large grantsÉ from the
CrownÉ Rockefeller Foundation (General Education Board)É Ford FoundationÉ Carnegie
InstituteÉ World Health OrganizationÉ British Home OfficeÉ UNESCOÉ WHOÉ World
Federation for Mental Health and the Rand Corporation.Ó

The Private Government Organizations (PGOs) have mutated from Ôgrass roots organizationÕ
groups, non-government organizations (NGOs), Inter-governmental Organizations (IGOs). The
PGO embed Òeducational Committees.Ó The ÒLaws of learningÓ are standards within Ôaccredited
institutions,Õ part of teacher codes of conduct and ethics, Ôstudent rights,Õ and lawful statutes. The
teachers have evolved to primary persons in the students life and contingency managers. The PGOs
Ôeducation committeesÕ are usually controlled by a sociologist or credentialed teacher oriented to
the mission of the group, by an authentication process. (Cross reference: Inner circle, Inclusive).

ÒMind ControlÓ methods are stipulated as, (1) ÒMilieu control- All communication with outside
world is limited, either being strictly filtered or completely cut off. Whether it is a monastery or a
behind-closed-doors cult, isolation from the ideas, examples and distractions of the outside world
turns the individuals attention to the only remaining form of stimulation, which is the ideology that
is being inculcated in them. This even works at the intrapersonal level, and individuals are
discouraged from thinking incorrect thoughts, which may be termed evil, selfish, immoral and so
on. (2) Mystical manipulation- A part of the teaching is that the group has a higher purpose than
others outside the group. This may be altruistic, such as saving the world or helping people in need.
It may also be selfish, for example that group members will be saved when others outside the group
will perish. All things are then attributed and linked to this higher purpose. Coincidences (which
actually may be deliberately engineered) are portrayed as symbolic events. Attention is given to the
problems of out-group people and attributed to their not being in the group. Revelations are
attributed to spiritual causes. This association of events is used as evidence that the group truly is
special and exclusive. (3) Confession-Individuals are encouraged to confess past 'sins' (as
defined by the group). This creates a tension between the person's actions and their stated
belief that the action is bad, particularly if the statement is made publicly. The consistency
principle thus leads the person to fully adopt the belief that the sin is bad and to distance
themselves from repeating it. Discussion of inner fears and anxieties, as well as confessing
sins is exposing vulnerabilities and requires the person to place trust in the group and hence
bond with them. When we bond with others, they become our friends, and we will tend to adopt
their beliefs more easily. ÔThe masses will not trust the unaffiliated individualÓ (See: Origins
Oracles, Subversive Use of sacred Symbolism in the Media, Michael Tsarian; Signs and
symbols rule the world, not phrases and laws (Confucius). This effect may be exaggerated with
intense sessions where deep thoughts and feelings are regularly surfaced. This also has the
effect of exhausting people, making them more open to suggestion. (4) Self-sanctification
through purity- Individuals are encouraged to constantly push towards an ultimate and
unattainable perfection. This may be rewarded with promotion within the group to higher
levels, for example by giving them a new status name (acolyte, traveler, master, etc.) or by
giving them new authority within the group. The unattainability of the ultimate perfection is
used to induce guilt and show the person to be sinful and hence sustain the requirement for
confession and obedience to those higher than them in the groupÕs order of perfectionÉ self-
flagellation is a valuable method of reaching higher levels of perfection. (5) Aura of sacred
science- The beliefs and regulations of the group are framed as perfect, absolute and non-
negotiable. The dogma of the group is presented as scientifically correct or otherwise
unquestionable. Rules and processes are therefore to be followed without question, and any
transgression is a sin and hence requires atonement or other forms of punishment, as does
consideration of any alternative viewpoints. (6) Loaded language- New words and language are
created to explain the new and profound meanings that have been discovered. Existing words
are also hijacked and given new and different meaning. This is particularly effective due to the
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way we think a lot though language. The consequence of this is that the person who controls
the meaning of words also controls how people think. In this way, black-and-white thinking is
embedded in the language, such that wrong-doers are framed as terrible and evil, whilst those
who do right (as defined by the group) are perfect and marvelous. The meaning of words are kept
hidden both from the outside world, giving a sense of exclusivity. The meaning of special
words may also be revealed in careful illuminatory rituals, where people who are being elevated
within the order are given the power of understanding this new language. (7) Doctrine over
person- The importance of the group is elevated over the importance of the individual in all
ways. Along with this comes the importance of the the group's ideas and rules over personal
beliefs and values. Past experiences, beliefs and values can all thus be cast as being invalid if
they conflict with group rules. In fact this conflict can be used as a reason for confession of
sins. Likewise, the beliefs, values and words of those outside the group are equally invalid. (8)
Dispensed existence- There is a very sharp line between the group and the outside world.
Insiders are to be saved and elevated, whilst outsiders are doomed to failure and loss (which may
be eternal). Who is an outsider or insider is chosen by the group. Thus, any person within the
group may be damned at any time. There are no rights of membership except, perhaps, for the
leader. People who leave the group are singled out as particularly evil, weak, lost or otherwise
to be despised or pitied. Rather than being ignored or hidden, they are used as examples of how
anyone who leaves will be looked down upon and publicly denigrated. People thus have a
constant fear of being cast out, and consequently work hard to be accepted and not be ejected
from the group. Outsiders who try to persuade the person to leave are doubly feared.
Dispensation also goes into all aspects of living within the group. Any and all aspects of existence
within the group is subject to scrutiny and control. (See: Lifton’s Thought Reform).

Brain washing processes are exemplified by, (1) ÒAssault on identity- Losing the self also leads to
weakening of beliefs and values, which are then easier to change. (2) Guilt- breakdown- Constant
arguments that cast the person as guilty of any kind of wrong-doing. (3) Self-betrayal- When the
person is forced to denounce friends and family, it both destroys their sense of identity and
reinforces feelings of guiltÉ building the ground for a new personality to be built. (4) Breaking
point- The constant assault on identity... (5) Leniency- a brief respite from the assault on their
identity... sense of gratitude... (6) The compulsion to confess- assuage themselves of their guilt
through confession. (7) The channeling of guilt- confused by the multiple accusations and assaults
on their identityÉ burden of being wrongÉ life of wrong and bad action due to living under an
ideology. (8) Reeducation: logical dishonoring- cause of guilt is an externally imposed ideology...
completing the act of rejecting the whole ideology. (9) Progress and harmony- The rejection of the
old ideology leaves a vacuum into which the new ideology can be introducedÉ perfect attraction
point as the person flees the old in search of a contrasting replacement. This progress is accelerated
as the new ideology is portrayed as harmonious and ideally suited to the person's needs.
Collegiality and calm replaces pain and punishment. (10) Final confession and rebirth- pain of the
past with new ideology presentsÉ allegiance to the new ideologyÉ commitment to the new
orderÉ being on board, sharing the vision, common purpose, goal value priority, values neutral.
(See: Lifton’s Brainwashing Processes, Thought Reform and Psychology of Totalism, W.W. Norton
& Co. Inc., 1963).  (Cross reference: Cult, Global Democratic Strategy, New American Century,
2020, UN Millennium Development Goals, Agenda 21, ICLEI, Conservation Psychology, Formal
Consensus Group Decision making, Delphi technique, Para-Religious Organization, Free Market
Theology, Theraputic Alliance, Collaborative governance, Process Ideal (ACLU), spiritual
ecology, cognitive reduction, aversive therapy, victory tags).

Comparison to hard political ideologies is illustrated by, ÒÉ compares the techniques of influence
used by cults to those of totalitarian and communist societiesÉ lays out a model FACET-
Freedom, Agency, Complexity, Ends-not-means, and ThinkingÉ used to negate the influence of
brain washing techniques... cults emphasize positive aspects of the group over negative aspects of
outsiders, endlessly repeat simple ideas in Òhighly reductive, definitive Ð sounding phrasesÓ, and
refer to Òabstract and ambiguousÓ ideas associated with Òhuge emotional baggage.Ó (See:
Brainwashing: The Science of Thought Control, Kathleen Taylor, neuroscientist and physiologist,
Stirling University, University of Oxford- Department of Physiology, Anatomy and Genetics). The
sophistry and speech encoding used by Òcollaborative governanceÓ movement advocates  is
linguistically controlled to the extent of a intellectual handshake, not significantly dissimilar to a
Masonic handshake. The actual terms and phrases used are stipulated in InfraspectÕs Profiling
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Intrusions, subsection- D. ÒSpecific sets of speech encoding were [not] used to motivate, and
establish a sense of belonging to, owning the group and process.Ó

Indoctrination is distinguished as, "the process of inculcating ideas, attitudes, cognitive strategies
or a professional methodology... distinguished from education by the fact that the indoctrinated
person is expected not to question or critically examine the doctrine they have learned.... is used
pejoratively, often in the context of political opinions, theology or religious dogma. Instruction in
the basic principles of science, in particular, can not properly be called indoctrination, in the sense
that the fundamental principles of science call for critical self-evaluation and skeptical scrutiny of
one's own ideas, a stance outside any doctrine." Recognized elements are: (1) Religious
indoctrination, the original sense of indoctrination, refers to a process of imparting doctrine in a
non-critical way... Mystery religions require a period of indoctrination before granting access to
esoteric knowledge. (2) Secular indoctrination- Consensus of the group, values voting is derived
from process psychology answering the exclusive inclusionary mission, issues, fixed options of the
'group think' sessions. (3) Military indoctrination- the initial psychological preparation of soldiers
during training is referred to non-pejoratively). (Cross reference: Resocialization). (4) Information
security- indoctrination is the initial briefing and instructions given before a person is granted
access to secret information. (Cross reference: Watershed groups- spirit of confidentiality, what
happens in the group, stays in the group, brain washing under freedom, psychology portal,
Behavior modification, self-deception). Secular indoctrination is exhibited by, ÒCNN, News Room,
Peter Bergen, during a cover story (10:40 PST) re: Egypt civilians assembled for redress, e.g.
Òprotestors,Ó said, ÒI am a liberal secularist.Ó  ÒLiberalÓ is a political ideological philosophy.
Military indoctrine programs are titled ÒResocialization.Ó The recruits are subjugated to aversive
therapy regimes to aborgate real human virtues. The ÔresocializationÕ programs for returning
veterans of serial warfare engagements are calculated failures. The control programs include,
dominent drug treatments (PTSD) and disarming of veterans skill in dynamic entry, and extra-
judicial killing. (See: Funk and Wagnalls: "To instruct in doctrines; esp., to teach partisan or
sectarian dogmas"; I.A. Snook, ed. 1972. Concepts of Indoctrination (London: Routledge and
Kegan Paul). Wilson, J., 1964. "Education and indoctrination", in T.H.B. Hollins, ed. Aims in
Education: the philosophic approach(Manchester University Press). Thiessen, Elmer John, 1985.
"Initiation, Indoctrination, and Education", Canadian Journal of Education / Revue canadienne de
l'éducation 10.3 (Summer 1985:229-249), with bibliography. Scientology beliefs and practices.
Dawkins, Richard. The God Delusion. New York: Bantam Books, 2006). Chomsky, Noam.
"Propaganda, American Style". Retrieved 2007-06-29. Lifton, Robert Jay (1989). Thought Reform
and the Psychology of Totalism: A Study of "Brainwashing" in China. University of North Carolina
Press. pp. 524. ISBN 0-8078-4253-2).

The ÒNational Industrial Security Program Operating ManualÓ defines indoctrination as "the initial
security instructions/briefing given a person prior to granting access to classified information."
(National Industrial Letters).The ISO: Environmental Management Systems (EMS) is codified in
Oregon State laws. The administrative rules are grounded upon "market driven standards
(solutions)." "Quality of life" is defined and mandated as "Income." The "sustainable" risk
management models are subject to commercial "Proof of concept." The 'state' presumes to treat
Quality of life as a "product" sold through PGO corporate Ôexchanges,Õ 'value added,' 'triple bottom
line,Õ Ôcarbon certificates,Õ Ôcredits,Õ Ôsubsidies,Õ and taxation confessions (IRS; ODR- corporate,
private). (Cross reference: Dialectic Materialism, Corporatism, Cartelization, Innovative law,
Communitarian Law, stakeholder council, MK-Ultra, Public perception management- fair &
balanced & accurate news you can trust).

The Fabian societrists of Tavistock and the New Left in the 1960s are linked through Students for
A Democratic Society (SDS). (Cross reference: Club of Rome, A/D Project, Global 2000 Plan,
Georgia State College- Newt Gingrich). Alice Baily of the Fabian society and occultist, said,
Òbehind the division of humanity stand the enlightened onesÉ whose right and privilege it is to
watch over human evolution and to guide the destinies of menÉ they train the members of the
New Group of world serversÉ thus forming the basis of the new world order.Ó (See: Tasarian,
hierarchy of symbols, e.g. UN). The final goal of world revolution, the reversal of all standards
established by society, Ògovernance of the mind,Ó Òmanipulation of consciousness,Ó and Òchange of
spiritual constitution.Ó  The Òenlightened onesÓ realize the galactic time line paradox, DNA soul
codes for access to the universe, the ARCON filtering grid, ancient & present subterranean events
See Continuity of government: Dulce (levels 1-7: Nightmare hall), Sunspot, Datil, Corona, Taos
Pueblo, Page, Albuquerque, Delta, Grand Mesa, Colorado Springs, Carlsbad, Creed, Needles,
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Edward AFB, Tehachapi Mts., Ft. Irwin, Norton AFB, Morongo Valley, Blue Diamond, Nellis
AFB, Groom Lake, Papoose Lake, Quartzite Mt., Tonopah, Mt. Shasta, and Dreamland. The
associated corporations named are Rand, GE Co., AT&T, Hughes Aircraft, Northrop Co., Sandia
Co., Colorado School of Mines, Bechtel and interlocking groups, such as the ÒJason Group.Ó  The
shared advanced technologies are Electromagnetic Intelligence, Hybrid Intel. Systems, Infrared
Intruder Systems, BI-PASS, Human Aura research, Nano-tech, Bio-tech, PSI-War, Electronic
Dissolution of Memory, Radio-Hypnotic Intra-Cerebral Control, Chemical agentry, Ultrasonics,
etc. US Presidents Roosevelt and Truman effected the Ô100 TreatyÕ negotiating technology for
hostages bound for hu-man experiments in the jointly co-operated facilities. In 2013 the ÔprimaryÕ
determined an audit of the earth planetÕs risk circumstance, and the structured conflicts among
magnetic and nutrient competitive species, planetary and E.T. Global knowledge convergence, the
presence of Avatars, and expressed sovereignty and free will have brought about the Òevent.Ó The
indigenous peopleÕs depictions have moved from traditional stories to cooberated accounts, now
substantiated by Ôscientists.Õ The ÔfieldÕ has been tapped by Ôseers,Õ and Ôgalactic auditors.Õ The
controlled oppositions have endeavored to maintain a lower conscious level, distracting the human
heart & mind from individual sovereignty to the hive mindset. This strategy is to break Ôfree willÕ
and open the opportunity of Ôreaping the soul.Õ The free will soul is replaced by an Ôengineered
personality.Õ The inter-continental subterranean network is co-dependent upon surface vital
resource spectrums (air, water, nutrient), exempt from human account, inventory and audit.

The subterranean network is co-dependent upon surface vital resource spectrums (air, water,
nutrient), exempt from human account, inventory and audit. Discrediting disclosures (security
leaks) as conspiracy theory is part of the covert operations Ôtool kit.Õ The Indian (indigenous)
accounts have been caricaturized as myths, stories, and belief systems, while the time-line paradox
is maintained, e.g. Ôlow status knowledgeÕ determinations, functional consciousness, segmentation
of the left/right brain, rationale, logic, objective from actual intuitive recall. Lockouts of Ôsacred
sites,Õ under the flag of Ôprotection,Õ are used to prevent the intimate association to sentient beings
with indigenous people, while Òsuperstitious (commercial) useÓ is fostered by Ôcontrolled humans.Õ
The federal Indian reservations, landscape preemptions (restricted access), are laced with
evidentiary recoveries and symbolic written historic accounts of out-of-kind occupation of beings,
advanced technological and psycho-spiritual experiences. Ancient conflicts within the Ôland of the
serpantÕ illustrate the behavior of nutrient competitive species coming from the dark-world in
successive vanguards. (Cross reference: exorcism, consensus reality, church— baptismal
certificates, giving title to baby’s soult to the church registrar, spiritual ecology, agency
repatriation dislocations and removals, Sequestration—inclusionary rezoning).

Values washing (brain washing), covert application of parallel vector management, public
perception management, surveying, polling to stimulate behavioral conformity encompass
MKULTRA and related MK DELTA (use of bio-chemicals) are products of scientists, such as Dr.
Sidney Gottlieb (CIA). The primary front for funding MK ULTRA operations was the Josiah
Macy, Jr. FoundationÉ staffed by Rockefeller-financed psychologists and eugenicists. Institutional
normative rationale is exhibited by, Òfair & balancedÓ media programming, centered, acceptable,
positivism, goal value priorities, world vision and values voting (group consensus). ÒBackward
maskingÓ of Manchurian candidates is an trigger part of MK Ultra mind control and is used to
eliminate handled Ôpatsies.Õ The patsies are recruited based on their individual personality traits
(profile map). The post event media story line is substantiated by the Ôofficial story.Õ (Cross
reference: Capstone doctrine, interoperability).

Departures from the norm may appear as characterizing, disenfranchising, or criminalizing. In the
context of conformity behavior the institutional standard is ÒDSM-III (IV). The Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual on Mental Disorders (American Psychiatric Association). Unfortunately, there is
no scientific basis, proof of fact, for ÒsyndromesÓ according to leading associates. A particular
method linkage is exemplified by, ÒThe Process, an apocalyptic Scientology spinoff groupÉ the
Final Church using Process terminologyÉstraight from Process theologyÉ a familiar ringÉ The
ÒprocessÓ of the Process is identical to that of Tavistock, the return of the blank slate, the tabula
rasa, through violence. (See: Mind Control, World Control, The Encyclopedia of Mind Control,
Keith, ISBN 0-932813-45-3). Scientology utilizes vector management, e.g. VAB. (Cross reference:
Psychiatric Shock Troops, Black Chamber, values, cult, occult, para-religious organization,
movement, Human Ecology Fund, ACLU: Process Ideals, The Engineering of Consent, MIT:
Center for the Study of Group Dynamics, Institute for Social Research, Aspen Institute of Colorado,
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American Policy Commission, Office of Public Opinion Research, World Tensions Project, LSD
Program [Huxley], Esalen Institute: sensitivity training [Murphy], Esalen: cult-creation projects
[Bugenthal], AHP: Carl Rogers, The Psychology of Science [Maslow], Principles of Mass
Persuasion, British Army Psychological Warfare Bureau, Committee of 300, Third Wave,
controlled environment & fixed personality, topical psychology, Rand corporation , Mitre
corporation, Heritage Foundation, University of Sussex, Hudson Institute, Hoover Institute, Sandoz
AG- developer of Lysergic Acid (LSD). Document and track operant/conditioners executing neuro-
scientific  ÒValues washing,Ó and ÒWhole Child Education.Ó

The history of the DSM includes, ÒThe manual evolved from systems for collecting census and
psychiatric hospital statistics, and from a manual developed by the US Army. The last major
revisions was the fourth edition [DSM-1V], published in 1994. ICD-10 Chapter V: Mental and
behavioral disorders, part of the International Classification of Diseases produced by the World
Health Organization (WHO), is another commonly used guideÉ represents an unscientific system
that enshrines the opinions of a few powerful psychiatrists. William Glasser refers to the DSM as
Òphony diagnostic categoriesÉ to help (psychiatrists) make money. In 1949, the World Health
Organization published the International Statistical Classification of Diseases (ICD). The Veterans
Administration adopted Medical 203. Gay rights activist Ronald Bayer, psychiatrist, published
Homosexuality and American Psychiatry: The Politics of Diagnosis (1981). The DSM-II, in 1974,
no longer listed homosexuality as a category of disorderÉ the diagnosis was replaced with the
category of Òsexual orientation disturbance.Ó Mental disorders criteria were taken from the
Research Diagnostic Criteria (RDC) and Feighner Criteria. The DSM-IV organizes each psychiatric
diagnosis into Axis I, II, III, IV, and V. Common Axis II disorders include: antisocial personality
disorder, narcissistic personality disorder, etc. The validity and reliability, e.g. standard clinical
interviews are Òinherently limitedÓ and only a (ÒflawedÓ) Òbest estimate diagnosis.Ó The DSM is
primarily concerned with the signs and symptoms of mental disorders. Cross-cultural psychiatrist
Arthur Kleinman contends that the Western bias is ironically illustrated in the introduction of
cultural factors to the DSM-IV.

Oppositional defiant disorder (ODD) is a diagnosis described as an ongoing pattern of disobedient,
hostile and defiant behavior toward authority figures which goes beyond the bounds of normal
childhood behavior. The common features include: excessive, often persistent anger, frequent
temper tantrum or angry outbursts, and disregard for authority. In order to apply a treatment regime
the behaviors must cause considerable distress, interfere significantly with academic or social
functioning, persisting for at least six months. The Department of Homeland Security, its sub-
divisions have advanced plausible guilt scenarios to the degree of discontent (VRHDT Act). The
ODD promotional programs include: Òtotal reformation of 11-17 year oldsÓ (KFLY, radio, Eugene,
Oregon, 11-17-11). The targeting of 11-17 year old males is a significant security matter common
to removal of ÔpotentialÕ domestic / civilian combatants during periods of Òsectarian tensionÓ and
Òcivil unrest.Ó The two basic approaches are drug regime therapy, and/or removal for
resocialization / security force recruitment. Departures from the Ôglobal citizenship role modelÕ,
Ôbehavioral conformity,Õ and Ôinstitutional normative rationaleÕ may provide rationale for removing
and detaining consensus blockers, religious dissenters, protestors, demonstrators, and others
described as expressing Òanti-governmentÓ views, e.g. opposition to Ôserial warfare engagement,
limited genocide, and austerity programsÕ and other people Ôassembled for redress of grievancesÕ
(Occupy Wall Street, 2011). It is important to note that when the ÔsenateÕ no longer listens to the
people, the people are absolved from charges of Òpublic disobedience.Ó Psychiatric diagnosis used
for purposes of prosecution, detainment and ÔtreatmentÕ were central features of the German Nazi,
national socialist party, internment of consensus blockers, and others exhibiting Oppositional
defiant disorder.]

On 2010, Nicholas West, posted on Pakalert, the Ò10 Modern Methods of Mind Control.Ó The
Ôactivist postÕ specified, ÒÉ a coordinated scriptÉ to bend the willÉÓ The Òlaws of learningÓ have
been altered to include an operational goal value priority of behavioral conformity through 1.
Educate naturally impressionable children (See: The Deliberate Dumbing Down of America,
Charlotte Iserbyt); 2. Advertising and Propaganda- alter ÔwantsÕ to Ôneeds,Õ construct a citizen
snitch culture (Cross reference: brown shirts, green shirts, goon squads), merge the corporate
structure (loyalty) with government (allegiance), propaganda placement; 3. Predictive
programming (See: Alan Watt), Vigilant Citizen; 4. Sports, Politics, Religion, corrals Ôtribal
tendenciesÕ into a non-important event, political discourse constricted to Ôleft, right.Õ 5. Food,
Water and Air- alter brain chemistry to create docility and apathy, lack of motivation, lower IQ:
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Aspartame, MSG excitotoxins, aerobatic dispersal (spray) of toxins (chemtrails); 6. Drugs- define
all people by their disorders (see: UN, DSM IV), mind-numbing medications prescribed for
children. 7. Military testing- DARPA transcranial mind control helmets. 8. Electromagetic
spectrum, (See: GWEN towers, HAARP, ELF population suppression technologies). 9. Television,
Computer, and Òflicker rateÓ- psycho-social weapon, coded internet data. Rapid pace induction of
an ADHD state of mind, desensitizing connection to reality (See: Collateral Murder). 10.
Nanobots- Direct  brain modi f icat ion,  e.g.  Òneuroengineer ing.Ó ( S e e :
www.pakalertpress.com/2010/12/31/10-modern-methods-of-mind-control.

The Òsoviet style stakeholder councilÓ participatory structure follows the secular political ideology
of collaborative governance. During the initial phases of injecting formal consensus (consensus
caucus) process psychology was used to establish a therapeutic sensation that all of the community
members present held a ÒstakeÓ in the fixed options and outcome prescribed by the Òforeplanners.Ó
Within the formal consensus governance process stakeholder interest groups are obsolete and have
been preempted by “stakeholder teams.” These teams are generally restricted Ôinner circle’
participation among lead agencies and their preferred partners. The agenciesÕ corporate
personalities, such as line officers and supervisor are designed according to Òtechnical job
specifications,Ó ÒMerit System RulesÓ and professional rules of conduct established by their
membership in guilds, associations, fraternities, and para-religious organizations. (Cross reference:
International Organization for Standardization (ISO).

The basis of the Òinner circleÓ stems from the model of Òconcentric rings of control.Ó (Cross
reference: Chain of custody, full spectrum dominance, UN/Vatican capstone doctrine). The modern
era mutation is Òdecision teams.Ó The over-arching design, through history, is visible in the Free
Masonic order of fraternity. In the global context, the inner circle has been identified as the ÒGlobal
Union Movement,Ó e.g. ÒInner RingÓ group is made up of Officers and Directors; the ÒCenter
RingÓ is networked among leaders, implementers, foreplanners, initiators, facilitators,
collaborators; the ÒOuter RingÓ members are for Òcamouflage purposes,Ó e.g. public engagement
and an appearance of transparency. The outer ring is ÒinteroperableÓ at the Òfunctional
specializationÓ levels of ordered society estates, compliance, conformity and obedience to
economic channeling (select beneficiaries), e.g. Òsustainable development.Ó (See: Who’s Who of the
Elite, Members of the: Bilderbergs, Council on Foreign Relations & Trilateral Commission, Robert
G. Ross, Jr., 2002). The ÔgroupÕ dynamic is masked in Òtheraputic alliance,Ó and local Òself-
empowerment.Ó It is important to analyze the placement of inner circle personalities, such as in
university and college boards of Regeancy. (Cross reference: Operation Paperclip, change
agentry).

The intermediaries (initiators, facilitators, coordinators) are cloaked in the group psychology of just
being Ôfolk,Õ while in fact each appears at the group function at public expense, uses agency titles,
addresses and co-operates with dual control: initiates, contributes, reports & decides. Each, and
every one is an agent and has an established institutional agenda, issue development scope and
desired outcomes suitable to the Òoperational goal value prioritiesÓ of the regeancy. The agency is
fact is a financially vested  stakeholder, but cloaks its role as being ÔsupportiveÕ and bearing Ôvalues
neutralÕ policy. Mere prerogatives become Òsituational ethics,Ó and Òenvironmental ethical
tradeoffs,Ó e.g. mediation of standards. The agency as a stakeholder (manager/regulator) controls its
competitive advantage over the ÔfolkÕ from the community. Protection of the agencyÕs owned assets
is special.

The untaxed profit margin realized by the agency government corporation is traceable through their
respective City, County, State and Federal Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports (CAFR).
Those stakeholder corporations veiled in so called  Indian Òsovereign immunityÓ are excluded and
exempted from most audits and subsequently are indemnified from penalties set off by deception,
fraud and theft.

In the field case file, the McKenzie Watersheld Council: Stewardship group, was facilitated by
Resource Innovations, of the University of Oregon. The participatory structure was extreme and
recurrently weighted by artificial agency personalities (administrative, technical & scientific
advisors). Other than as agency personalities, the indigenous community was conspicuously absent.
(See: Infraspect case file: Collaborative governance, Willamette & McKenzie WaterSheld
Councils).
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The participatory group pattern configuration is 3 agency, 2 corporate officers, 1 protected group or
affirmative action status person and 1 community socio/political personality. During the Western
Stewardship Summit, Sun River Resort, Oregon, 9-2008, the speech encoding Òfull spectrum of
stakeholdersÓ was used in several instances. The protracted concern of the summit participants
appeared to be federal, tribal, state and county codified authorities and funding corporation
partnership management (standards, monitoring) of public domain and ecosystem services.
Cartelization of these services are said to be worth Òtrillions.Ó (USFS, MRRD, Supv., 2008).
Collaborative forestry is a demonstration of the operation of inter circle formal ÔConsensus
Governance Decision Making.Õ The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) makes special organizational
provisions for Òstakeholders.Ó (See Infraspect’s audit form, Instrumentation of Quasi-government
Action Committees).  (Cross reference: Globally Integrated Enterprise, Enterprise
Environmentalism, Collaborative Forestry Governance, Proof of concept, Conservation
Psychology, Conservation easements: swaps, cap & trade, credit banking, Chicago Carbon
eXchange, futures trading, Collaboratives, Benton County  Habitat Conservation Plan, Oregon,
McKenzie Watershed Council: Stewardship Group).

Protracting a partnership matrix, as designed by the Òcollaborative governanceÓ secular political
ideology, sets off matters of lack of legislative transparency, identity theft by deception and
fraudulent conveyance of natural assets and interests. The mechanism extends from the UNDP, UN
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (D.R.I.P.), ÔIndigenous Worldview,Õ so called
ÒNation buidlingÓ  that rely on S.P.I.N. and dysfunctional public sentiments pertaining to Òdis-
advantaged social and economic status, protected group status, and affirmative action.Ó False
rights, exemptions from applications of law, administrative procedures, failure to disclose
partnership vested interests and tax liabilities, secrecy in non-competitive contract awards, e.g.
source contracting, stewardship contracting, conservation easements, land trusts, mis application of
Ònational securityÓ are part of the various tool kits of those partnering with the federal, state, county
and city governments to violate, avoid, and circumvent FACA, Sherman Anti-trust, and RICO
status having bearing on white collar crimes.

The tandem mechanisms designed to construct veils of absolute and qualified immunity from
public scrutiny, civil actions and criminal prosecutions and special advantages are illustrated by,
ÒÉ to permit ÒIn lieuÓ selectionsÉ to give ANCSA corporations preferential rightsÉ regulatory
schemes permitting contractors to satisfy minority ownership requirements by associating an
ANCSA corporationÉ shares are inalienable and the original shareholders were all nativeÉ but,
ironically, the land alienable. The regional corporations have underground rights whereas the
village corporations have surface rights, which means Arctic Slope Regional Corporation has
mineral rightsÉÓ

ÒIn July 2002, U.S. Customs Service officials announced half-billion dollar contractÉ
consideredÉ included Lockheed Martin Corp. and DynCorpÉ but later issued a statement saying
there would not be competition for the workÉ give a no-bid contract toÉ Chenega Technology
Services Corporation (Alaskan Native owned)É subcontractingÉ included Applications
International Corp. (San Diego), and American Science and Engineering IncÉ Customs could
avoid the slow and costly competitive bidding process for government contracts.Ó ÒChenega
Technology Services CorpÉ privately held Alaska Native Corporations permitted to operate as
disadvantaged small business even if their parent companies have millionsÉ in revenue and
thousands of employeesÉ exempt from the $3 million federal cap on no-bid service contractsÉ
The corporations do not have to be run by Native AlaskansÉ can subcontract much of their work
to other firms.Ó

Chenega Technology is headquartered in a glass office building in AlexandriaÉ revenueÉ
estimated $480 million today. Chenega Chief Operating Officer Jeff Hueners [said] benefits from
preferential laws Òbased upon the trust relationship of the United States Government has with
indigenous aboriginal people.Ó

William Bickelman, U.S. Customs and Border ProtectionÉ praised the no-bid contract for
allowing officials to move quickly on a project vital to national securityÉ There are special rules
of engagement that Alaska Native Corporations benefit from, and we took advantage of those
benefits.Ó ChenegaÕs Hueners praised [Stevens AK-R] as an instrument to the process.Ó
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Chenega Corp., the parent of Chenega Technology, was formed as an Alaska Native Village
Corporation in 1974. They were also given the right to operate as profit-making businesses.Ó (Cross
reference: Security  & Exchange Commission, SEC, co-mingling non-profit public benefit
corporations with for profit corporations; Private Government Organizations (PGOs)). ÒThe
company has 142 shareholders [stakeholders]and operates in 35 states and seven countries.Ó The
company and its subsidiaries have about 60 contracts, the majority of them no-bid, to supply 17
federal agencies with information technology, security, base operations, intelligence and other
services.Ó (Cross reference: Collaborative surveillance, full spectrum dominance, fusion centers,
foreign powers, TALON, DARPA, COPS, Communitarian Law, 2020, Bush Foundation- Native
“Nation buidling”).

ÒStevens introduced ÒThe Alaska Native Claims Settlement ActÓ in 1992 to enable the corporations
to be treated preferentially as small businessÉ negated, for contracts awarded to corporations
owned by Native Americans, a Defense Department requirement of elaborate cost-benefit
analysisÉ Chenega teamed withÉ Arctic Slope Regional CorpÉ $2.2 billion information
technology at the National Imagery and Mapping Agency, now the National Geospatial-intelligence
Agency in BethesdaÉ Chenega began pursuing homeland security contracts.Ó

Embedded agency personnel inner circle collaboration and linkage are exhibited by, ÒJohn Emelio,
a marketing consultant for Chenega, approached Bickelman, the Customs procurement officialÉ A
former official at the Indian Health Services, Emelio had worked with Indian tribesÉ in and out of
government.Ó Bobbie Walker, Custom business managerÉ [said] it was initially hard for her to
believe that Customs could avoid the headaches of competitive biddingÉ Customs held a meeting
in one of its offices in Lorton to prevent word from leaking to agency colleagues and contractors.Ó
ÒWe snuck them into our place.Ó (Cross reference: Anteon International Corp., Fairfax County).

Chenega requested a meeting with the Transportation Security Administration, [participants]
Customs and Border Protection, and met in the office of Jon Devore, chief counselor Lisa
Murkowski (R-Alaska), and staff assistant Kate Williams. Devore once worked for a Alaska Native
Corporation. (Cross reference: Birch, Horton, Bittner and Cherot law firm). (See: Stumps Don’t
Lie, Narguimbau; Alaska Native Corporations Cash In on Contracting, Washington Post Staff
Writers, Robert O’Harrow Jr., Scott Higham, 11-25-2004).

Under the theme of ÒNation buidlingÓ, the Bush Foundation (Jaime Pinkham, June Noronha) has
engaged the Oglala Sioux Tribal Council, in partnership with the Native Nations Institute (Steve
Cornell, Miriam Jorgenson), Udall Center, University of Arizona, with presenters: Drinker, Biddle,
Reath, Wash., D.C., Institute for Tribal Government (Roy Sampsel, facilitator) and others.  The
working papers include: Oglala Siux Tribal Council Orientation, and Governance Analysis for
Native Nations. The strategic approach is establish, hold and build on a basis of collaborative
decision making among favored partners and stakeholders.

The Nation buidling approach includes: practical self rule, capable institutions, cultural match,
strategic orientation, public-spirited leadership. (Cross reference: frames: UN Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples, UN Millennium Development Goals, Interdependence, Tribal
citizenship). The UN Declaration has been contrasted by the ÒDeclaration by indigenous People,
2010). The distinguishing difference is that the Declaration by indigenous Peoples (2010) honors
and acknowledges the Sovereign Personal Political Powers of indigenous real humans, where as the
UN declaration is centered on ÔcollectiveÕ institutional rights, abrogation of natural laws and the
superlative degree of individual indigenous political and lawful personality. The UN presumes to
grant authority to its Òmember statesÓ to adjudicate matters of Òspiritual propertyÒ under
Òinnovative international law.Ó Failed statesÓ has been the outcome of the UN ISO market driven
standards (solutions) mandate of Òsustainable development,Ó e.g. austerity programming (moderate
living needs) in Indian Country. (Cross reference: UNDP, IMF, UN Trust, UN Covenant on
culture, environment, economics). The economic command model of channeling energy to
provisional beneficiaries has dominated the subsidies, and grants allocated under Ôsocially and
economic disadvantagedÕ Ôpersons.Õ (Cross reference: person of the state, strawman, human
resource, human capital, UN Permanent Forums: authentication and franchising of Indigenous
expert judgment elicitation). Those individuals not participating in government ÔjobsÕ were
disenfranchised, and moved upon their own innovative self employment systems. The tribal (IRA)
administrative authorities recognize Òcitizen entrepreneurshipÓ, and Òcitizen owned businessÓ, and
ÒTribal citizen Ð Owned Business.Ó
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These independent real human enterprises are targeted for exchanges, off sets, carbon credits,
carbon foot print taxation, tribal business and occupation taxes, credit (corporate loans) banking,
permits, licenses, inclusionary rezoning, and planning stipulations. In the ÔBlack Hill SettlementÕ
doctrines, the natural indigenous real humans, and hereditary diplomatic classes of Chiefs and
Headmen are misconstrued as Ôstate citizens.Õ This systematic identity theft is compounded by the
ÔtribalÕ business committee authorities, acting pursuant to the Indian Reorganization Act (1934)
(Howard Ð Wheeler) requiring Lakota (people) to apply for the position / appointment as ÔchiefsÕ,
treaty representatives.

The LaKota Seven Fires Council has been politically alienated, expatriated, disenfranchised
consistently, even according to the UN Covenants and specifically the UNÕs Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples Articles that apply. The hereditary Chiefs and Headmen, possessing
diplomatic class standing are merely marginalized as ÔstakeholdersÕ and invited to participate as
Ôinputers,Õ in a functionally specialized ÔadvisoryÕ capacity within the IRA tribal system. This
marginalizing flies in the face of Òperpetual succession.Ó Several IRA business councilÕs
Constitutions, Charters and By Laws that are controlled and approved by the US BIA Secretary
specify perpetual succession. By multiple ÔdeclarationsÕ various indigenous people have clearly and
concisely defined their Òperpetual succession,Ó e.g. Washo and Lakota. The ÒFirst NationsÓ legal
counselors have used their status of British Administrative Registry (BAR associations) lawyers
and their operations outside of the judicial branch of government to subjugate the indigenous
people to UN innovative international law. The vast majority of indigenous people questioned have
never read the UN declarations, and have not been advised of their rights reserved, without
prejudice. (Cross reference: Misprisions of Perjury; sedition, treason, “ESQ” titles of nobility).
This departmental methodology is considered an insult to the indigenous hereditary diplomatic
class standing of the Lakota Chiefs and Headmen, with sovereign standing under natural law. (See:
USDC in and for the District of Columbia, Special Appearance by hereditary Lakota Chiefs and
Headmen, Infraspect file). The special appearance and supplement was delivered multiple times to
the USDC; Under Secretary for Indian Affairs, Echo Hawk; President of the United States; Cobell
Settlement attorneys of record, Governors; media; tribal business committees, councils and other
record parties.

The Indian Country operative journalists, in partnership with key decision makers, utilize
Òconversational hypnosisÓ to maintain the Ôtribal membershipÕs stuporÕ in regard to
indigenous Òsovereignty.Ó Trance inductions, Hypnotic Anchoring, Pacing and Leading,
Pacing, Distraction, Utilization, Critical Factor Bypass, Stacking Language Patterns,
Preprogrammed Response Adaptation, Linking Statements/Causality Bridges, Secondary
Hidden Meanings/Imbedded Suggestions, Emotion Transfer, Non-Dominant Hemisphere
Programming, are applied to cause departures from actuality to consensus reality.
Independent becomes interdependent, sovereignty becomes Òpractical sovereigntyÓ and
tribal corporate Òpartnerships,Ó as state municipalities (i.e. Lakota County, South
Dakota), and holding companies. (See: westernjournalism.com, How Obama Literally
Hypnotized America- Part I,  re: Patterns of the Hypnotic Techniques of Milton H.
Erickson, M.D). The various model strategic planning documents injected into Indian
Country are evidentiary. Those strategic initiatives from Indian Country are carefully
filtered and screened to ensure the pretext, context and application are restricted to
Ôfunctional specialization.Õ Critical thinking and analysis are controlled through
collaboration among approved institutional experts, which use the Delphi (cult)
techniques. Abstraction (simple mindedness), en mass confusion, and expert synthesis
are built into Ògoal value prioritiesÓ and Òoperational goal value prioritiesÓ engineered in
academic institutional regimes, e.g. ÒChange Agentry.Ó (Cross reference: President’s
Council on Native American Affairs, Values Neutral, gradualism).]
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Directions for Completing
InfraspectÕs

Media group & Spokesperson Believability Rating

The purpose of the Believability Rating is educational services. The document, its
presentation and all use is strictly guarded by law and freedom of press and speech.

The directions for completing and using the Believability Rating are as follows:

!  Preview the Believability Rating, pages 1-3;
!  Review Pattern Methods Audit Criteria (1st, 2nd, 3rd Level), News Media Structures and

Editing, pages 1-5;
!  Review Pattern Methods and Criteria [2nd, 3rd Level], Use of Publication by Spokesperson, To

Indict Credibility Ð Media Release, pages 1-3;
!  Review Pattern Methods and Criteria [1st & 2nd Level], Use of Publication by Spokesperson,

To Indict Credibility Ð Media Photographic Methods, pages 1-2;
!  Review Profiling Intrusions on Community Action Groups, Activists, and Citizens: Concept

and Speech Encoding: Caricaturizing, Disenfranchising, Criminalizing, pages 1-3;
!  Review Profiling Intrusions on Community Action Groups, Activists, and Citizens, Concept

and Speech Encoding: Sophistry, page 1;
!  Review Background of Believability Rating: Aspect Elements, pages 1-11.
!  Check the template boxes that apply for each aspect element; and/or
!  Check the Intuitive Over All Rating;
!  Fill in the Publication / Broadcast box, with the title of the presentation;
!  Fill in the Institution box, with the identification of the media network, media group;
!  Fill in the Name box, with the individual news person, presenter, and interviewee.
!  Submit your Believability Rating, all rights reserved, without prejudice. This constitutes your

interview consent. Your personal name is not required.

Infraspect has completed a deep field audit, case file demonstration, ÒProfiling Intrusions on
Community Action Groups, Activists, and Citizens, 2002 Ð 2014, pages 1-759; and, Indigenous
Identity Theft & Fraud, Technical Brief, pages 1-339. These documents provide actual and specific
documentation on the mediaÕs participation in the application of the Capstone Doctrine (UN, 2008),
and various agencies ÒinteroperabilityÓ policy, collaborative stakeholder partnerships, consensus
reality and operative journalists and media groups. The inclusionary protocols compelled InfraspectÕs
ÒBelievability Rating,Ó  as any reasonable and prudent person would do under the same circumstances.


